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Goals

• Clinicians as First Responders

• Critical Concepts and Tools

• Critical Consciousness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clinicians as “first responders”  Culture –issues and intersections of race, class, gender, difference, sameness – are pervasive in law, in legal institutions, in our clinic work – hyper-incarceration, scapegoating of immigrants, economic suffering Talking about Race/Culture is still enormously difficult, uncomfortable, scary (for us too) If we clinicians do not run towards the danger, who will?  Our collective enterprise is to teach future lawyers not just to think like lawyers, but to BE lawyers.  Clinics are the place where the head (knowledge), hands (skills) and attitude (heart) come together.    Critical concepts and toolsCRT offers language and concepts that can help us describe what we (and our students) experience in clinics CRT can help provide language, concepts, tools to encourage reflection (or, in Grant Wiggins’ words, to help our students to “make meaning”) At their core, the goals/aspirations or CRT and clinical theory converge (to question regnant thinking/teaching and to increase access, equality, understanding, JUSTICE). It makes sense that we bridge the gap…Move further along the spectrum of “critical consciousness”Taking the concept of meeting our clients and student “where they are” and apply it to ourselves as clinicians  Understanding that transformation is probably more a process of evolution than revolution: a series of smaller choices, adaptationsPost-Carnegie, post- Best Practices, (post-Obama) we are at this moment to fearlessly tackle these issues and move them forward….“The arc of the moral universe is long but it bends towards justice”  - we hope that we will, as clinicians, as a community, will commit to bending 



Road Map
Three 20 Minute Segments with Embedded 

CRT Concepts and Tools

• Clinical Curricular Planning
• Light as Metaphor for Culture
• Critical Race Observation

Wrap-up and Transition to Institutional Change, 
time permitting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIRIEN/SAMEERClinical Curricular Planning – work that happens in the summer, here we seek to model interdisciplinary and cross-department collaborationLight – use of an exercise for the very start of the semesterCRO – also for use close to the start of a semester, integrating CRT concepts into an exercise that many of us do alreadyTime permitting we will do some wrap-up and transitioning to the next theme in the conference



Clinical Curricular Planning
Setting

• Midsize law school. Part of a university.
• Law School students are 70% white and 80% 

middle and upper class (clinic students are 
slightly more diverse than overall school 
population).

• Clinic clients are 80% people of color and 
80% indigent or low-income.

• Only one clinical faculty member of color. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARY



Clinical Curricular Planning
Participants

• Four members of a cross disciplinary faculty 
committee tasked with creating a series of 
class sessions with this model:
– critical theory (CRT concepts) + 
– lawyering skills = 
– better tools for professional identity, judgment  

and action
• Meant to be exaggerated archetypes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARGARET



Clinical Curricular Planning
Clinical Faculty Roles

-- Clinician #1 (played by  Mary Lynch) - Obsessed 
with Learning Objectives, Backward Design, 
Assessment,  Outcomes and Lawyer 
Skills/competencies– has named her two dogs  
Carnegie and Stuckey.  Wants to have a class so 
that students can learn “cultural competence”.

-- Clinician #2 (played by Nancy Maurer) - Social 
Justice Zealot, worried that clinicians have been co-
opted by the Academy and its Lingo.  Often cites 
Marge Percy’s poem “To be of Use.”  Wants to have 
a class teaching students to agitate.  Obsessed with 
structural inequalities and strategic institutional 
change.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARGARET



Clinical Curricular Planning
Non-clinical Roles

– Critical Race Scholar (played by Margaret Montoya) -
highly theoretical faculty member who sees primary 
purpose of legal academy as the advancement of 
critical theorizing as race-conscious knowledge 
production and social change.

– Cognitive Psychologist (played by Barbara Creel) -
Trained at Harvard and worked on the Implicit 
Project.  Sole goal in life is to have everyone on the 
planet take the Implicit Association Test. Believes that 
taking the test alone is transformative. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARGARET



Clinical Curricular Planning
Recap from Previous Meetings 

• To Use Backward Design and Assessment

• To Connect Critical Theory – especially 
Critical Race Theory – to Clinic Work by 
Collaborating with Non-clinical Faculty

• To Implement Structural and Strategic 
Change 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARYPLAY VIDEOMARGARET AT 6:35END AT 11:20



Clinical Curricular Planning
Evaluation of the Session

• What did you see? What did you hear?  
What did you not see? What did you not 
hear?

• How did the interaction with the CRT 
Scholar and Clinical Psychologist work?

• How would you evaluate the planning 
session? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARY/MARGARET



Learning Objectives

Students will have a Core Understanding of: 
– Identity / Complex Intersectionality 
– Power Differentials and Structural Inequality

Students will acquire Race-conscious skills and be able to:
– Use Identity-Based Narratives 
– Employ Power & Structural Inequality Analysis

Students will have formed a Professional Identity which 
includes:
– Awareness of own potential for implicit bias
– Inspiration to advance the ideals of a “justice profession”
– Realistic assessment of how law can/does institutionalizes 

bias

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARYTransition to Tirien – culture-based narrative/counter-narrativeAssume Meeting Continues & Faculty Identify Learning Outcomes



Light as Metaphor for Culture
Goals

• Connect to earlier ice-breaker and interviewing skills 
training

• Introduce concept of multiple narratives/ “parallel 
universes”

• Raise awareness of assumptions/preconceptions (about  
both clients and colleagues)

• Increase commitment to understanding clients lives/goals 
(client-centeredness)

• Create community
• Reinforce understanding of confidentiality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIRIEN



Light as Metaphor for Culture
Introduction

• Visible

Light: “Natural,” “background,” “white”

• Perceptible (with a simple tool: prism) 

Light: Spectrum – ROY G. BIV

• Invisible

Light: Infrared and ultraviolet

• Implications

Light: Humans are diurnal/we can get sunburned, skin 
cancer, etc. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIRIEN



Light as Metaphor for Culture
Exercise

1. Work in pairs (5 minutes)
2. Not a mixer
3. Voluntary report back
4. Anything shared is confidential

Visible: Describe a personal characteristic you think is visible to others, 
i.e., something generally recognized as a social/cultural trait

Perceptible: Describe a personal characteristic perceptible to others, 
i.e., that could be discerned by someone attuned to social/cultural cues

Invisible: Describe a personal characteristic invisible to others, i.e., that 
others could only know if you told them

Implications: What are the implications of the “invisible” characteristic; 
what significance does it have for how you see/operate in the world

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIRIEN



Light as Metaphor for Culture
Example: Clean Slate Client

Visible:
Client: 35, African American, Woman.  10-page RAP Sheet

Perceptible:
No recorded contact with law enforcement  in 15 years; 
enrolled in community college, mother of two young 
children

Invisible:
Everything you DO NOT know about the client unless 
she tells you. 

Implications: 
Often the motivation for our client’s choices.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIRIEN:Invisible: In this example: Client taking pre-requisites for nursing while working to support family; Client’s criminal records occur during two years after boyfriend was killed; Client successfully completed drug addiction program and is a certified drug counselor.   IMPLICATIONS : In this example: Client wants to clear record in order to pursue nursing and for personal closure of a difficult chapter in her life. 



Light as Metaphor for Culture
Early Tools

• Suspend Judgment
– Permit the client to develop and present story in her own 

narrative
– Reject lawyer “pre-understanding”
• Resist Labeling
– “rambling” which merely reflects the lawyer’s narrative style
– “lying” which may equate inconsistency or implausibility with 

fabrication
• Interpret Events with Caution
– a missed appointment (“I care more about this case than my 

client does”)
– the client chooses a course of action, or weighs options, 

differently than you
• Approach Clients with Humility
– Clients are the experts on their own lives . . .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TIRIENFrom Gilkerson – to understand what clients mean, want and need, the lawyer must relax her/his interpretive stance, including (and these are as much skills we need to learn as habits we need to unlearn):



Critical Race Observation
Introduction

• Visits to Court, Legislative Hearing, Community 
Meeting as Precursor to Clinical Practice

• Richness of Data and Interpretive Potential
• How can we integrate critical race perspectives 

(plural and in conflict) into this clinical activity?  
– Definitions of Racism and Privilege – Page 95 of 

the Program (generated by students in the CUNY 
Law Race and Privilege Working Group)

• Experimenting with Use of the Ladder of Inference
– As an Instrument of Individual Reflection
– As a Teaching Tool for Groups of Students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visits to Court, Legislative Hearing, Community Meeting as Precursor to Clinical Practice		IRRC	By role	Repeated IterationsRichness of Data and Interpretive Potential		Initiation, richness of experience	Assess class dynamic	Understand student perception and interpretationHow can we integrate critical race perspectives (plural and in conflict) into this clinical activity? Definitions of Racism and Privilege – Page __ of the Program (generated by students in the CUNY Law Race and Privilege Working Group)	RPWG	Workshop Material		Need for Pervasiveness		Challenging to translate critical concepts into classroom discussion	Experimenting with Use of the Ladder of InferenceAs an Instrument of Individual ReflectionAs a Teaching Tool for Groups of Students	Unpack race and privilege in legal practice settings		Margaret



Critical Race Observation
De-biasing Tool: Ladder of Inference



Critical Race Observation
Ladder of Inference  

Judgment / Actions

Beliefs

Conclusions 

Assumptions

Meanings

Data

Observable Data and 
Experiences



Critical Race Observation
Individual Reflection

• Quick write (2 minutes)

• Recall a recent observation involving racial 
dynamics from a legal practice setting

• Go up the Ladder of Inference by asking a 
series of questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experiment with the ladder of inference as a tool of self-reflectionThen as an analytical tool that might help in assessing student understanding and class planning 



Critical Race Observation
Ladder Inquiry

• Recent observation involving racial 
dynamics from a legal practice setting

• What data did you observe involving racial dynamics? 
• What meanings did you attach to the data?
• What assumptions did you attach to the data?
• What conclusions did you draw from the observation? 
• What beliefs were reinforced by the observation?  
• What actions flowed from the observation?



Critical Race Observation
Observational Typology

• Students have completed their initial observations 
and submitted reflection memos

• Reductive, but at least three types of understanding 
on a continuum:

Group I - Invisible Group II - Individuated Group III - Hegemonic
Racism is not visible in 
legal practice settings

Racism is visible but 
not systemic and is 
thought to be avoidable 
by individual action

Racism is visible and 
thought to be systemic 
but is also understood 
to be mutually 
constitutive with law 
and legal practice with 
rare opportunities for 
disruption

Colorblindness Intent Ineradicable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GROUP 1 – Invisibility – Race but not racism“Over-racialization”Structural injusticeGROUP 2 – Individuated – Racism in other people’s practiceCharity is understood to abate inequalityReflectiveness and client-centeredness eradicate injusticeGROUP 3 – Hegemonic – Inherent and constitutive of law, thus immune to attackConservative racial exhaustion/liberal hopelessness/radical futility



Critical Race Observation
Discussion Planning

• Break into groups of 3 or 4 and brainstorm 
discussion questions for your assigned group (8 
minutes)
• How would you adapt the Ladder of Inference to 

structure your discussion?  
• At which points in the ladder might we intervene to 

advance the inquiry for your particular group?  What 
questions should we ask of students in each group?

• How can the definitions of racism and privilege be 
integrated into class discussion?

Group I - Invisible Group II - Individuated Group III - Hegemonic
Left of Room Center of Room Right of Room



Critical Race Observation
Concluding Ideas

• Staying in Inquiry Mode
• Students and Faculty are not Monolithic
• Surfacing and Naming Institutional Racism 

and Other Race and Privilege Concepts
• Puncturing Myths – Colorblindness, Intent-

only, Hegemony
• Co-creating Agency Through Legal Practice
• Accountability both to Individual Clients and 

to Subordinated Groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staying in Inquiry Mode	Dispassionately work through data and inferencesStudents and Faculty are not Monolithic	Assessing student understanding with greater precision	Targeting inquiry	Students teach each otherSurfacing and Naming Institutional Racism and Other Race and Privilege ConceptsPuncturing Myths – Colorblindness, Intent-only, HegemonyCo-creating Agency Through Legal Practice	Lawyering interventions against racism in its forms in legal practiceAccountability both to Individual Clients and to Subordinated Groups	Contextualizing the difficulties facing individual clients	Seeking systemic, political, mobilization-based solutions



Teaching Methods

• Engaged, Active Learning
• Intentional Communication 
• Interactive Exercises
• Small Group Work
• Reflective Practice



Assessment Methods

• Report-backs from Groups in Class Exercises
• Reflective Journals
• Discussion in Case Rounds
• Mid and End Semester Meetings  



Inference and Institutional Change
JOHN IS LATE. HE IS AN OLDER PROFESSOR OF COLOR 

AMONG PREDOMINANTLY WHITE FACULTY:
Consider this from the subject position of a race crit, 

using the questions from the ladder of inference.

• What is the observable data? John arrives late to faculty 
meeting.

• Why did you select particular data? John, as faculty of color, is 
both invisible and hyper-visible in his role as professor. He is noticed 
when he arrives late.

• What meanings did you attach to the data? Certain professional 
behavior is subject to evaluation by peers (before and after 
tenure) in many settings and these ongoing evaluations operate 
differently depending on status of person. Others can arrive late 
and not be noticed or not have it be judged negatively or even have 
lateness be judged as a sign of importance.

• What assumptions did you attach to the data? John knowingly 
fails to follow basic norms of faculty behavior, such as showing up 
on time for meetings. John sees it as subversive.



Inference and Institutional Change
– What conclusions did you draw from the 

observation? John's behavior is disruptive (mildly at times); he 
seems to take pride in challenging faculty conventions. He 
doesn't really value faculty meetings because he has witnessed 
that some voices are heard and others are not; some opinions 
are sought out, even before the meeting, and other opinions are 
disregarded, even when expressed passionately, especially 
when they involve race.

– What beliefs were reinforced by the observation? For faculty 
of color, especially those who broke the color line, resisting 
assimilation/cooptation means being different. Speaking up for 
racial change means engaging in small and large insurrections 
and not complying with unexamined habits (such as the 
conventions of faculty/committee meetings) merely because they 
have been done a certain way for a long time. Changing 
institutions means challenging small and large behaviors and 
institutional practices.

– What actions flow from my observation? Perhaps John is 
communicating something more than that he couldn't arrive a 
few minutes earlier. Maybe the dean/senior faculty need to 
engage John/other faculty of color/other outsider faculty in a 
conversation about the climate that fosters this type of 
resistance. What other behaviors of resistance from outsider 
faculty can we identify?
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